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Changes to the LANIL gas driven two stage gun: projectile velocity 
measurement and et&' 

R. I,. Gurstavsccn, S. A,. Sheffiield, 1L R. Alcon, and R.S. Medina 
Los Alamos Nutimu1 Laboratory, Los Alamos, NM 87545 

We have tried a number of' o p t i d  metliods for measuring projectile velocity on our gas driven two 
stage gun. It was necessary to use optical methods because electrical shorting pins damaged the pro- 
jectile:, turned .the projectile causing tilted impacts, and sprayed the target with bits of broken pin. The 
first optical method involved cutting shrzllow grooves in the sides of the projectile at precisely meas- 
ured intervals. Thc projectile pilssed through a single light beam focused in such a way that the 
grooves would alternately block and transmit light to a sensing system. This system didn't work be- 
cause the groovas filled with smoke, blocking the light at all times after the projectile first broke the 
hearn. The second method used light rcflectetl off the projectile at four different positions. Light 
from a 400 mW laser was split into four oplical fibers. Half of the light reflected from the end of each 
B9er 'was retutncd to it phototnulitiplier. When the projectile passed in front of a fiber the amount of 
returned light increased. This system had a very poor signal to noise ratio: the amount of light re- 
turned when the projectile passed in front ofthe fiber was scarcely larger than the noise on the signals. 
'I'hc third system used four stations at which laser light was transmitted from one optical fiber to an- 
other. 'The projectile passed close by tlhe sending or receiving fiber, rapidly cutting off the transmitted 
light. This method suffered from a lasix speckle pattern which changed with time thereby giving a 
constiintly changing inlerisiily. The fiber optic beam splitter used to split the laser light in methods 
two and three was also very nnstable: the amount of light split into any particular fiber varied with 
teinperature, vibration, and any movement of fibers. The method which was ultimately successful 
used it SmW, 670 nni laser diode at each of' four positions. A small lens focused this light to a point 
through which Ilie projectile passed. Transmitted light was imaged into 700 micron plastic fibers 
which relayed thhe light to a bank of photomultipliers. 'The combination of imaging the luminous area 
of the laser diodc and the end of the sensing fiber onto the same plane, through which the projectile 
passed, piovided veiy good rejection of stray light, a very fast light cutoff as the projectile passed 
tlwough the focal point, and efficient use of light. Projectile velocities were measured with an accu- 
racy of 1 part in 1,000. In addition to our optical projectile velocity measuring system, we have sig- 
nificantly changed our projectiles, OUI transition section diaphragms, and developed a new honing 
teditiique. Thesc will be briefly discuswd as well. 

1: In which a focused h a m  is cat by a 
grooved projectile 

The LAM, gas driven two stage gun was devel- 
oped primarily for studying shock initiation of in- 
sensitive high explosives. One of our primary di- 
agnostics is embedded eleotroniagnetic particle 
velocity gauges. Flash x-ray measurement of the 
projectile velocity is precluded because of 1 he large 
electromagnet used to create the magnetic field. 
Additionally, we use an aluminum tube used to 
protect lhe magnets and target chamber from 
shrapnel. It is for these reasons, arid because of the 
havoc caused by electrical shorting pins that we 

lhave developed optical methods for measuring the 
projectile velocity. 

Early on we realized that any system in which 
the projectile passed through the small focal point 
of a light beam would result in fast light cut-off 
times. The same effect could be achieved if the 
]projectile passed very close to a small aperture 
iemitting or collecting the light. The end of an opti- 
cal fiber would provide such an aperture. This 
]principle was applied through all our work and 
eliminated the long light cut-off time observed in 
systems where the projectile cuts through a colli- 
imated beam. 

~ --m_-.t.---lll-.- 
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The first system we used is shown in Figure 1. 
A beam from a diode laser is focused to a point 
near the edge of a grooved projectile. As the pro- 
jectile passes through the beam, the light is either 
blocked by the projectile or transmitted through a 
groove and thus to collection optics. The light is 
thus modulated on and off at a rate proportional to 
the spacing of the grooves and the speed of the 
projectile . 

In detail the system is constructed as follows. 
An aluminum blast shield, which is a 1 inch thick 6 
inch diameter disk with a 2 inch hole cut in the cen- 
ter for the projectile to pass through, is used to pro- 
tect the muzzle from shrapnel. A hole drilled 
through the blast, shield perpendicular to and near 
the top of the central projectile hole, contains the 
electronics and optics. A 28 mW laser diode was 
focused to a spot on the plane bisecting the center 
of the projectile, and about 0.5 mm from the projec- 
tile’s edge. At the focal point, the image of the 
laser diode’s luminous area is less than 100 mi- 
crons in width. 

Relay optics image the laser diode onto the end 
of a 700 pm plastic fiber which takes the light to a 
photomultiplier. The first prototypes used a narrow 
band pass filter to block light from sources other 
than the laser diode. Additionally, shielding win- 
dows were placed in front of the optics in the hope 
that the shot would not destroy the apparatus. 

Good signals were obtained in tests in which a 

projectile was shot down the barrel at about 10 m/s 
using 100 PSI compressed air. A real shot with a 
projectile speed of about 2.2 km/s also gave very 
encouraging results. First, good modulation was 
observed for more than half of the projectile’s 
length. Second, the velocity was measured with an 
accuracy of = 0.1%. Finally, all of the optics were 
undamaged. 

A second shot at = 3 km/s gave poor results. 
The light was not modulated by the grooves and 
only the front edge of the projectile was sensed. 
Lynn Barker suggested that, at the higher velocity, 
all of the grooves had filled with smoke from the 
projectile which was so dense that light could not 
penetrate it. Additionally, all of the electronics, 
optics, and even the blast shield were destroyed in 
this shot. 

At that time we thought of stacking up multiple 
blast shields each containing systems such as are 
shown in Figure 1. Even if each system only 
sensed the front of the projectile, we could still 
obtain the projectile velocity because of the spacing 
of the beams. Difficulties in machining the hole to 
contain the optics and in measuring the distance 
between beam centers discouraged us from pursu- 
ing the idea at that time. 

Narrow Band 

I \ t 

Aluininuni 
Blast Shield 

Figure 1, The focused beam and grooved projectile system. 



2, In which light i s  retro-reflected off $hie pro- 
jectile 

The method in which light is retro-reflectcd off 
the side of the prqjectile is shown in Figure 2 .  In 
sumrnary, light emanating froin an optical fiber is 
reflected back into the same fibcr by the sick of the 
projedile as the projectile passeb in close proximity 
to the o~id of the fiber. 

532 nni CW laser light is focuscd into the end of 
a 100 pm core opticrrl fiber. This is split 4 wi%ytys, 
then passes into directional fiber optic beam split- 
ters and finally to the end of the fibers. Light com- 
ing back from the erid of each fiber is split by a 
beam splitter; part returning to the laser ant1 part 
going to a photo-multiplier for rocording. Under 
most conditions, light is reflected merely by the end 
of the fil)er, the joints at the ST connectois, and 
imper€ections in the 2m fibers. l'his provitlcs the 
background level. When the projeciile is in close 
proximily to the end of the fiber, additional light is 

L" 

reflected from its surface and returned to the PMT. 
'Thus the method senses changes in reflectivity as 
ithe projectile passes in close proximity to the end 
of the fiber. 

The optical fibers were mounted in an alumi- 
num block which, in turn, was mounted to the blast 
!shield on the end of the barrel. Positions of fiber 
ends were measured using an optical comparator. 
'The aluminum block was adjusted so the fiber ends 
would be about 0.1 mm away from the projectile as 
it passed by. 

lhis system was used for a handful of experi- 
ments. In most experiments, we recorded very 
[sharp breaks in the reflected light intensities when 
the front of the projectile passed over a fiber. Us- 
ing these breaks, and the measured positions of the 
fibers we used a linear fit of position vs. time. The 
{slope of this curve is, of course, the projectile ve- 
locity. Standard error in the velocity was typically 
0.1%, that is, a few m/s out of 2 - 3 km/s. 

The problem with this 
system was the signal to 
noise ratio. Background 
level reflections from the 
end of the fibers and the 
joints typically resulted in 
signal levels of around 50 
mV. In good experiments 
we might see signal levels 
change by 5 - 10 mV when 
the projectile passed a fiber. 
However, in other experi- 
ments the signal level 
change would be so small as 
to be barely distinguishable 
from background noise. 
That is, there might be 3 mV 
of random noise, and only 4 
niV of signal change when 
the projectile passed a fiber. 
We began searching for 
other methods. 

PlGUlllZ 2. Diagram of the system in which light is retro-reflected off the side of the projectile. 
The view is From above and in cross section. 'The fiberc.: are located on the centerline of the projec- 
tile. 



3. In which the projectile cuts light transmit- 
ted between two optical fibers 

It was at this time that we realized that we could 
transmit light between two fibers. One variation of 
this system is shown in Figure 3, As in the retro- 
refldction system, light from a 532 nm laser is split 
4 ways by a fiber optic splitter. This is transmitted 
to the fiber ends using short, disposable, optical 
fibers. Light is collected into optical fibers on the 
other side of the barrel. As the projectile passes 
through the beams it blocks light from entering the 
receiving fibers. From the collection point, the 
light is transported to 4 photomultipliers for re- 
cording, Sending fibers and receiving optics were 
mounted in blocks attached to a simple blast shield. 

The first variant of this system used no receiv- 
ing lenses, just bare 100 micron optical fibers on 
both sides. Sending and receiving fibers were lo- 
cated about 0.1 mm away from the projectile sur- 
face on the projectile center-line. Without lenses, 
this system suffered from very low collection effi- 
ciency. Additionally, a strong speckle pattern was 
produced. Any slight vibration would change the 
intensity of light at a particular spot, for example, 
the end of the receiving fiber, by a large amount. It 
was for this reason that we started using lenses. 
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The larger collection area of the lenses in- 
creased the signal collection efficiency and also 
decreased the sensitivity to a changing speckle pat- 
tern. In different shots we successfully used simple 
lenses and also gradient index (GRIN) lenses. 

All variants of this system gave very sharp light 
cutoffs. This was despite the fact that the diameter 
of the collection lenses was as large as 6 mm. The 
sharp light cutoff arises from the projectile cutting 
off all the light at a single point, the point at which 
light exits the sending fiber. While the projectile 
begins to cover the receiving lens, light is cut off 
slowly. When the projectile crosses the sending 
fiber, the rest of the light is shut off almost in- 
stantly. When we realized this, we were also able 
to make the deduction that if we were able to focus 
the light to a small point, and pass the projectile 
through this point, that we would get very fast light 
cut-offs. 

In the end, the major difficulty with these sys- 
tems was the four-way fiber optic splitter. Any 
motion of the fiber entering the splitter would cause 
the splitting ratio to change. This caused the signal 
levels to constantly change, and it didn’t matter if 
the motion was caused by temperature, or vibration. 

4. In which light is transmitted from a laser 

1x4 rplltter 

FIGURE 3. Diagnun of the system in which light is transmitted between two optical fibers. The view is from above and in cross section. 
The sending and receiving fibers were located on the projectile’s centerline. 



front breaking a beam. The beam, however, was 
lsroketi at four different locations rather than only 
mc. As with thc retro-reflection and fiber to fiber 
iransmission system, lbur stations was found to 
provide vcry good statlstics and prqjectile veloci- 
lies were iricasured with an accuracy of- 0.1 %. 

Mounting the laser diodes and photodiodes iu 
I3locks or on circuit boards, also solved thc difficult 
problem of machining holes sideways in blast 
shiold disks and thcn stacking up blast shields, as 
we lrad imagined doing earlicr (see section I ) .  liur- 
ther, tlic positions of thc laser diodes could be accu- 
rately measured using titi optical comparator. Im- 
ilggcs of each laser diotlc's active area arc clcarly 
projected by the lenses and their positions can be 
measurcd. 

In Figmcs 4 and 5 ,  thc laser diodes are shown 
iuoiinted i n  ;i black plastic block. Wc soon found 
ihat if wc mounted them in an aluminum block 
ihcir output was much inore stablc. We ascribed 
ibis to the heat-sinking action of the aluminum 
block. 

'I'he one difficulty wc found with this system 
was that the system was very sensitive to stray 
righi. Wliilc we had scveral good shots using this 
~;ysiem, there were two in which tlic sensors were 
lilintlcd by stray light pi ior to impact, causing us to 
get no velocity mcasuretnetil. We ascribed ttik to 
ihe lion directional iiatiire of thc receiving photodi- 
odes. Light €ram anywhcrc could cause signals. 

IPlGURE 5. 'I'hc Icnses, shown in the black block, focus light 
koom the I:iscr diodcs to tlm piojcctile ccnter line. Photodiodes 
mounted 011 thc circuit board collcct the light. Thc aliiiiiinuiii 
disk with the liolc in tlic center is the blasl shield. 



sion into c1cctric;tl signals. 
Figure 7 sliows photo multiplier records for 

:Shot 28-58. When the projwtilc cuts through a 
bcaai, the signal goes from H finite value to zero. 
(Noto Ihat thc baselinc signals arc tiegativc.) This 
expcriincnl ineastnrcd 21 projectile velocity of 2.379 
tr: O.C)Or5 kids. 'That is, the projcctilc vclocity was 
measurcd with an accuracy of 8.25%. 

As cim be seen in Figure 7, this system demon- 
stratas vcIy good signal to noisc characteristics. 
hdditioiially, it has vety good rcjcction of stray 
light. We could take a SO0 watt halogen lanip and 
i+il11 It lowiird the collectioii fibers without noticing 
:I chitnge in the signal levels. Furthennore, it is 
easy 101 assemble, and contains a minimum of cus- 
torn miic;hincd puts. We are very happy with this 
:systctn. 

6 I Projectile modificationti 
'l'hroughout ilic lime wc were developing the 

projectile mcasuring system we had a significant 
numlier of' shot Failures. Because of the nature of 
tlic magictic gauge signals and the optical velocity 
sigrials, we attribiitcd all of thesc to projcctile fail- 
mc; however, we did not know tlic came ol' the 
rttilmre. Pt:rharps the projectilcs were not optimally 
designid, thcy were being accelcrated too hard at 
latinoh, or there was "stuff' hi thc barrcl causing 
awdderi dccclcration. Wc dccided to attack the 
problem on all thrcc fronts. 

'Thc.: projectiles we used back in 1909 were 
tnado of' Idexan, had the impactor glued in with ep- 
oxy, and had ii shallow cutout iti the back. TO at- 



7. Diaphragm inoditicalions 
hi ordcr to get a gentlcr launch, we changed our 

lbiirst diaqrhragrii design. Om original design used 
0.200‘’ ihick Ni  diaphragiiis scored with grooves 
0.125’’ dcop. We changed to a diaphragm that was 
0,I:2Si’ thick with 0.U43” clccp grooves. This 
:seemed lo help a great dcal with kccping projectiles 
intact. Wc tried diaphi~agnis with deeper grooves, 
however, thcsc led to rcduccd projectile vclocitics 
itrid unacccptablc extrusion OC the polyethylene 
pinip pistoil. 

H. Clcaning and hurling system modifications 
When we first started using this gun we cleaned 

it out usiirg a rod and rags. Soon we bccariic con- 
vinced that we werc leaving bchirtd bits OS plastic 
.which hid rndtcd off the prqjectile arid stuck to the 
lbitrrcl. Next., Lloyd Clavis invented a technique 
Twhcreby a long rod of polishing disks loaded with 
icweier’s rouge was tui-ncd using a high speed drill. 
‘This was clcemcd tinsafc by almost everyone but 
L,loyd. 

I;ollowing up on a wild idea, we started using a 
drain cleaning inacliiiit?, a “Roto-Rooter” if  yoti 
Twill, to turn clcaniiig tools. liigurc 9 shows Bob 
Metha using the power feed Roto - Rooter to 
Idcan thc gun. Now, aFtm cvcry shot we hone the 
gun using n Sunnen 5 stone liotic Ioadcd with C05 
(600 grit) stones. After this, the gun is cleaned 
iiisitig a rod atid rags. Wc rccl that we arc at least 
getling thc gun vcry cleat1 using this iiicthod. This 
should climinatc prqjcctile brcakup from hitting a 
lbit ol‘gimlc atid suddenly decclcratitig. 

IIWIJHE 9. [Jsing thc Roto Rootcr to hortc and clcan thc gun. 
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